
Content Localization is a new service projected to help YouTube Creators reach tens of millions 

of people around the world. Through localization, a YouTube channel can be tailored to a specific 

locale and language, helping foreign audiences to locate and better understand videos that are 

hosted online.  

“With over 1 billion users, it can’t be denied that YouTube is now a global presence, but most 

YouTube creators only produce videos for English audiences - believing that translated closed-

captions are enough to reach all of these viewers - but it’s not!” – Martin Pendrigh, Founder of Mimir 

Productions Ltd. 

Localization in itself is a proven business practice that has been employed by many companies 

over recent years but has never been used on YouTube. Examples of localization in practice 

include: 

 BrightSide – localised Facebook pages across five languages. These pages have a 

combined 35 million likes (more than its English counterpart); 

 Disney - which has localised its animated movies for decades (both script and music). 

“now it’s YouTube’s turn” – Martin Pendrigh, Founder.  

“I first saw the need for this service whilst working in Brazil last year. My friend was studying 

Physics and I was shocked to find out that he didn’t know about some of the most popular 

science channels that existed in English - even though he used YouTube regularly and is 

passionate about the topic. It turned out that whenever he was on YouTube, he was always 

searching for key terms in Portuguese and never got the right results.” – Martin Pendrigh, Founder. 

Localization will also be a lucrative avenue for video-creators that wish to venture out from 
YouTube and effectively target foreign markets on different video-hosting websites. This 
particularly applies to Chinese audiences due to YouTube’s restricted status in the country and its 
recent crackdown on VPNs which prevents people from accessing the website. 

As well as this, Content Localization will play a key role in helping to make educational resources 
accessible in developing countries. Mimir Productions offers exclusive packages to attract notable 
educational channels in order to make educational resources accessible at no cost to the viewer.  

“Not everybody speaks English; for those that don’t, a barrier stops them from reaching otherwise 
free resources that you find online. If we can make educational channels more accessible, 
especially to those in developing countries, everybody wins!” – Martin Pendrigh, Founder. 

Like! Curtir! Нравится! How Localization will shape YouTube. 
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Notes to the Editor  

Statistics regarding YouTube’s Geographic audience: 

Source 1: YouTube.com Audience Geography – Accessed on Alexa.com: 14/05/2017  
 

 

Audience statistics on our website - Primary Data Source: Ethnologue 20th Edition, 2017 

YouTube’s PR Page, stating it has an audience of 1 billion users. 

Scholarly article regarding YouTube Audiences (however dated)  

 
Facebook pages for Brightside and its subsidiaries: 

Russian -  4.84 million likes 
Spanish -  15 million likes 
Portuguese -  9.95 million likes 
French - 1.46 million likes 
Japanese - 0.58 million likes 
English - 31.07 million likes 
 

Information regarding China’s firewall and its recent crackdown on VPNs: 

The BBC  
The Guardian  
 
Alternative Video-Hosting Websites 
Youku Tudou: which allows video creators to earn income from uploaded content. 

- About the Company - 

Name: Mimir Productions Ltd 
Website: www.MimirProductions.com 
Founded: February 2017 
Based in Central London with operations across 13 countries. 
Translation services offered for 10 languages. 
 
About the Founder:  
Martin Pendrigh, a Business graduate from King’s College London. 
Martin spent the last two and a half years working in South America and is now living in London.  
 
Contact Information 
E-mail address: Martin@MimirProductions.com  
Mobile Number: +44 7751940977 

Country Percent of Visitors Site Rank in Country 

United States 17.30% 2 

India 8.20% 2 

Japan 4.40% 4 

China* 4.00% 12 

Russia 4.00% 3 

Germany 3.50% 2 

United Kingdom 3.20% 2 

Brazil 3.00% 2 

France 2.60% 2 

Mexico 2.50% 2 

*YouTube is restricted 

in China but can be 

accessed from Hong 

Kong and Macau.  
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